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Produzione	H2	verde	
	

Cos+,	scenari,	cri+cità	rinnovabili	
	

Decentrata	o	centralizzata	(re+	e/o	tubi)	
	

Per	quali	u+lizzi	sì	e	per	quali	no	



La	corsa	nelle	previsioni	sulla	installazione	
di	ele&rolizzatori	in	Europa	

Dic.	2020	



Inves+men+	previs+	ad	oggi	per	gli	
ele&rolizzatori	in	Europa	(27	GW)	

Only political support and 
subsidies will drive hydrogen’s massive uptake. 
The pace of government announcements 
embracing hydrogen strategies worldwide has 
gained an impressive momentum in recent 
months. Of these, Europe’s Green Deal, which 
presents hydrogen as a key protagonist, is 

the most far-reaching. Ambienta analysis on 
the Green Deal is available in the previous  
Ambienta’s newsletter. But while subsidies 
and policy support could “flatten” the 
competitive landscape for years to come, their 
retraction could stall the process.

The progress of the cost 
curve to reach the 70%-80% cost reduction 
necessary to compete with grey hydrogen 
remains uncertain and increases in the case 
of other fossil fuel benchmarks.  Ambienta 

estimates that even NEOM, the largest green 
hydrogen production project designed un-
der the best possible conditions, will produce 
green hydrogen at 3 times the current cost of 
grey hydrogen, and will deliver hydrogen for 
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The Hydrogen Investment Puzzle 
The mounting hydrogen hype resulted in hy-
drogen “pure players” becoming the darlings 
of the stock market over the last year.  Listings 
of companies with revenues of a few tens of 
millions that do not yet show a profit are now 
valued at over a billion (~70 times revenues 
on average) and have grown five-fold in one 
year.  Yet, some of these players have existed 
for 40 years but have no substantial progress to 
boast of, while others have not even launched 

hydrogen-related products yet.
Betting on startups with good intentions but 
unproven business models, little revenues and 
no profits, is a risky business:  besides a handful 
of actual green success stories, like Tesla, the 
reality is that achieving big breakthroughs runs 
up against a host of very real challenges, ever 
greater in the case of hydrogen.  
On the other hand, large industrial groups which 
operate across the value chain are scrambling 
to capture opportunities, but the entity of the in-
vestment required, the timeline to profit  and the 
extent to which green hydrogen will penetrate 
the economy, are totally unclear.  Furthermore, 
other parts of their current business are set to 
be disrupted by the rise of green hydrogen.
Nonetheless, there has never been a better time 
to take part in hydrogen technology:  the situ-
ation offers many high risk/return investment 
opportunities which can be surfed successfully 
for some time at least.
However, investors like Ambienta seeking 
long term sustainable competitive advantages 
and attractive risk/return profiles are faced 
with an evolving scenario riddled with more 
uncertainties. 

Exhibit 6: Extraordinary Hydrogen 

Uncertainties and Challenges

Exhibit 7:  Hydrogen Investments and Targets in the EU 

■ Hydrogen players
■ S&P 500

October 1st 2019

100

+360%

100 115

460

October 1st 2020

+5	GW	
Italia	

Target	2030				40	GW	



Ele&rolizzatori		
Un	mercato	des+nato	ad	esplodere	grazie	alla	

riduzione	dei	cos+	
L’Italia	deve	inves+re	in	innovazione,	avviare	accordi	

SCALING UP ELECTROLYSERS TO MEET THE 1.5°C CLIMATE GOAL
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Today’s cost and performance are not the same 
for all electrolyser technologies (see Table ES1). 
Alkaline and PEM electrolysers are the most 
advanced and already commercial, while each 
technology has its own competitive advantage. 
Alkaline electrolysers have the lowest installed 
cost, while PEM electrolysers have a much smaller 
footprint, combined with higher current density 
and output pressure. Meanwhile, solid oxide has 
the highest electrical efficiency. As the cell stack 
is only part of the electrolyser facility footprint, a 
reduced stack footprint of around 60% for PEM 
compared to alkaline translates into a 20%-24% 
reduction in the facility footprint, with an estimated 

footprint of 8 hectares (ha)13 ha for a 1 GW facility 
using PEM, compared to 10 ha-17 ha using alkaline 
(ISPT, 2020). Gaps in cost and performance are 
expected to narrow over time as innovation 
and mass deployment of different electrolysis 
technologies drive convergence towards similar 
costs. The wide range in system costs is expected 
to remain, however, as this is very much dependent 
on the scale, application and scope of delivery. For 
instance, a containerised system inside an existing 
facility with existing power supply is significantly 
lower cost than a new building in a plot of land to 
be purchased, with complete water and electricity 
supply system to be included, high purity 

Note: Efficiency at nominal capacity is 65%, with a LHV of 51.2 kilowatt hour/kilogramme of hydrogen (kWh/kg H2) in 2020 
and 76% (at an LHV of 43.8 kWh/kg H2) in 2050, a discount rate of 8% and a stack lifetime of 80 000 hours. The electrolyser 
investment cost for 2020 is USD 650-1000/kW. Electrolyser costs reach USD 130-307/kW as a result of 1-5 TW of capacity 
deployed by 2050.

Based on IRENA analysis.

Figure ES2.  Cost of green hydrogen production as a function of electrolyser deployment, 
using an average (USD 65/MWh) and a low (USD 20/MWh) electricity price, 
constant over the period 2020-2050.
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In	Europa	25-30%	
della	produzione	
mondiale	
di	ele&rolizzatori,	
con	prospeRve	
di	forte	crescita	



Soluzioni	decentrate	10-100	MW	
	
Porto	di	Amburgo	100	MW	

	
Soluzioni	centralizzate:	Africa….	

Una	delle	possibili	cri+cità	dell’idrogeno	verde	
riguarda	la	localizzazione	delle	fon>	rinnovabili	
necessarie	
	
Costo	trasporto	0,2	€/kg	per	1.000	km	
	



Accordo	Eni	Enel	per	realizzare		
2	ele&rolizzatori	da	10	MW	presso	due	raffinerie	



GREEN  HYDROGEN COST REDUCTION

72

the cost exponents from Böhm et al (Böhm et al., 
2020). The largest economies of scale are reaped 
around the 1 020 MW module size. Beyond this 
point, the marginal cost decrease for increasing 
the capacity is much lower than for module sizes 
in the 12 MW range. The “PlanDelyKad” study in 
Germany performed a bottom-up design and cost 
assessment finding close to 50% cost reduction 
for a 100 MW alkaline electrolyser (EUR2014 
520/kWinput) vs a 5 MW electrolyser (EUR2014 
1070/kWinput) (Noack et al., 2015). One of the 
manufacturers, Thyssenkrupp, claims significant 
cost benefits can still be achieved by going 
to 100 MW.

Today, the largest electrolyser installed is a 10 MW 
facility in Fukushima, Japan, which is a single stack 
(FCW, 2020). Thyssenkrupp and NEL already offer 
designs up to 20 MW, achieved with multiple 
stacks (thyssenkrupp, 2018; Nel, 2019) without 
degradation in the efficiency or response capability 
of the electrolyser. The largest module from McPhy 
is 4 MW (McPhy, 2020), while the Sylizer 300 from 
Siemens is designed for 17.5 MW, constituted by 24 
modules (of less than 1 MW each) (Bergen, 2019). 

Cummins (Hydrogenics) is building a 20 MW PEM 
water electrolyser in Becancour-Canada, based on 
stack platforms of 2.5 MW. The plant is expected to 
be operational before the end of 2020.

Another approach applied by some AEM 
manufactures is a strategy that focuses on design, 
achieving cost reduction by mass-manufacturing, 
standardisation, and supply efforts on a single 
stack offering. Larger capacities are achieved by 
using multiple stacks of this single size. Advantages 
include: the different flexibility response (i.e. a set 
of smaller electrolysers can react more quickly than 
a single, large stack); a reduction in the impact of 
failure by a single unit; and a higher utilisation of 
the manufacturing equipment.

Figure 26.  Electrolyser investment cost as a function of module size for various technologies. 

 
 
 
 
 
Source: Saba et al., 2018; Proost, 2020.  
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Hydrogen 
The Bridge between Africa and Europe 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prof. Dr. A.J.M. van Wijk 
Ir. F. Wouters 
 
September 2019 
 
To be published in: “Shaping an Inclusive Energy Transition” 
Editors M.P.C. Weijnen and Z. Lukszo, Springer, 2020. 
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THE FUTURE OF GAS CONSUMPTION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Ten Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) 2020 
(ENTSOG and ENTSOE, 2019). It is clear that achieving 
carbon neutrality will involve a sharp reduction in the 
use of fossil gas.

The EIB’s Andrew McDowell made the case for ending 
financing of gas projects in an October 2019 speech 
to the bank’s board of directors: “According to the 
European Commission’s long term modelling, while 
gas does indeed play a role in the energy transition, 
the consumption of natural gas (excluding non-energy 
use) is expected to be severely reduced by 2050. . . . 
Investment needs for gas networks in the period till 
2040 are projected to fall to just 2% of the total EU 
energy investment needs” (EIB, 2019b).
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To achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, 
the EU will need to significantly cut its consumption 
of fossil gas—that is, gas extracted from the ground. By 
mid-century, any remaining use of fossil gas will have 
to be accompanied by carbon capture and storage 
(CCS), to prevent most of the carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions from entering the atmosphere.

All credible scenarios for sharp emissions cuts in 
the EU agree on this general outlook, as shown in 
Figure 4. This includes European Commission sce-
narios for achieving net-zero emissions by 2050 
(European Commission 2018), the International 
Energy Agency’s Sustainable Development Scenario 
(IEA 2019), and the industry group European Network 
of Transmission System Operators for Gas, in its 

Figure 4. Scenarios for EU fossil gas consumption

The European Commission line is the average of two scenarios for achieving net-zero 
emissions, called 1.5TECH and 1.5LIFE (European Commission, 2018). The ENTSOG line 
is the average of the two low-emissions scenarios in the Ten Year Network Development 
Plan 2020, called Global Ambition and Distributed Energy (ENTSOG and ENTSO-E, 2019).

Evoluzione	della	domanda	e	delle	importazioni	
di	gas	in	Europa:	forte	calo	nei	prossimi	decenni	
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Figure 5 assumptions: linear 
implementation of projects currently 
under construction between 2020 and 
2025, linear implementation of projects 
currently in pre-construction 
development between 2023 and 2030, 
no 
infrastructure, and no further projects 
entering development.

Sources: Historical pipeline capacity 
from ENTSOG 2010, ENTSOG 2019. 
Future pipeline capacity, and LNG 
capacity (both historical and future), 
from Global Energy Monitor, Europe Gas 
Tracker, February 2020.

The	 European	Ombudsman	 has	 concluded	 in	 November	 2020	 that	 climate	 risks	 from	 gas	
projects	 included	on	 the	European	Commission's	 list	of	priority	energy	projects	were	 "not	
sufficiently	taken	into	account".		

15	dicembre		La	Commissione	esclude	le	sovvenzioni	per	i	gasdoR	a	meno	che	servano	per	
trasportare	anche	idrogeno	
	



Rete	di	trasporto	di	idrogeno	al	2040	nella	UE:	
“European	hydrogen	backbone”:	Snam+10		

	



Mercato	potenziale	per	l’idrogeno	verde	
(acciaio,	cemento,	aviazione,	navi…,		
oltre	agli	a&uali	impieghi	industriali)	
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Exhibit 4:  Energy Efficiency Comparisons in Hydrogen Production
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Green Hydrogen: The Challenges

A Green Hydrogen economy faces four key chal-
lenges:

The conversion of electric-
ity to hydrogen and back is inefficient. Plus, 
hydrogen’s low (volumetric) energy density 
requires that it be stored at high pressures or 
through liquefaction, which further increases 

energy loss across the value chain. Depending 
on the final use, 50% to 80% of the renewable 
energy generated is lost along the processing 
steps (see Exhibit 4).

Green hydrogen is currently 3-5 times 
more expensive than grey hydrogen to pro-
duce. Optimistic projections foresee that this 

The growth potential for the green hydrogen 
market is tremendous. If only current hydrogen 
production levels of 70 M tons/year were to be-
come green, demand for electrolyzer capacity 
could surge to ~800 GW vs 0.1 GW in 2019. It is 
quite rare to find markets that can grow by a factor 
of 8000 over a few years. Furthermore, to power 
these electrolyzers, massive increases in renew-
able capacity installations will be needed. Indeed, 
every kilo of hydrogen requires around 50 kWh 
of renewable energy to be produced. This corre-
sponds to about 1,500 GW of additional renewable 
capacity installations, equivalent to the current re-
newable capacity installed worldwide, to produce 
the 3,500 TWh of electricity needed, equivalent to 
the entire electricity produced in Europe in 2019.
Greater growth potential lies ahead. Other sectors 
with limited decarbonization alternatives (steel, 
cement, aviation, shipping) could drive hydrogen 

growth by ~400 M tons/year and require 5500 
GW of additional electrolyzer capacity. In turn 
we will need 10,000 GW of additional renewable 
capacity, about 8 times the renewable capacity 
installed today, to produce the 25,000 TWh of elec-
tricity needed, equivalent to the entire electricity 
produced globally in 2019. But the technology 
to power up these sectors with hydrogen is still 
not ready on a commercial scale and will likely 
require 5-10 more years of research and testing 
to get there, and far longer to reach meaningful 
penetrations.
Notwithstanding the opportunities, hydrogen is 
not a blanket panacea for all applications: it does 
not make sense and is not the best solution across 
the board. Its use in individual applications must 
be carefully assessed. Please see Ambienta’s anal-
yses below regarding hydrogen end-uses in grid 
distribution and transport.
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The Hydrogen Economy:  
Too Much Hype, Too Little Science

Can hydrogen, the simplest element of the 
periodic table, become the missing piece 
of the world’s urgent transition to carbon 

neutrality by 2050? 
Because hydrogen does not emit carbon dioxide 
when used, it is touted –once again– as the solu-
tion to decarbonization and is fueling the latest 
hype around the “Hydrogen Economy”, an (overly) 
optimistic scenario where pure hydrogen replaces 
fossil fuels.  In fact, hydrogen has become a pillar 
of the EU’s Green Deal strategy, which includes 
setting up a “hydrogen alliance” to funnel public 
money to businesses developing “green” hydrogen.  
However, nature does not conveniently offer up 
hydrogen in pure form.  This means that sepa-
rating it and exploiting it is expensive and ener-

gy-intensive; it is also carbon-intensive when it 
is produced from fossil fuels, as is the case with 
the vast majority of hydrogen production today.  
The physics of hydrogen should govern our un-
derstanding of its limits.
Ambienta believes that while hydrogen will be a 
viable tool to decarbonize “hard-to-abate” indus-
tries like steel and chemicals, where limited green 
alternatives exist, its sustainable competitiveness 
in other industries must be challenged. The ur-
gency of climate change makes it imperative not 
to waste precious resources on inefficient and il-
lusory chimeras or risk slowing down the overall 
decarbonization process.
Environmentally-minded investors and policymak-
ers should heed this caution.

November	2020	



Idrogeno	nella	produzione	di	acciaio	

Diverse	sperimentazioni	in	aHo	
Svezia:	Va&enfall,	Ssab,	Lkab	

Commerciale	dal	2035	
	
	



Tir	su	lunga	distanza,	nel	prossimo	decennio	

Dal	2022	Alstom	commercializza	Coradia	iLint	
						

Dal	2035	
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Comparison of hydrogen and 
battery electric trucks 
Methodology and underlying assumptions 
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1 ICCT WHITE PAPER   |  HYDROGEN FOR HEATING? DECARBONIZED OPTIONS FOR HEATING UK HOUSEHOLDS
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Figure ES1: Cost comparison and carbon intensities of different technology options for heating a 
typical UK single-family house for one year in 2050. Triangles represent the median values for the 
carbon intensity of each pathway along with a natural gas comparator.

At the same time, these findings come with uncertainties. The cost of natural gas 
makes up 50% of the final costs of all heating scenarios, and renewable electricity, 
75%. Because it is difficult to know what energy prices will be in 2050, we conduct 
a sensitivity analysis on renewable electricity prices, natural gas prices, and gas 
distribution fees. Based on this analysis, we find that costs for each scenario could be 
20%–30% higher or lower than shown in ES1. Were renewable electricity prices to be 
50% lower, or natural gas prices 50% higher, the cost to use a boiler with electrolysis 
hydrogen could become cost competitive with a boiler using SMR + CCS hydrogen, 
and the cost advantage of the hybrid heat pump scenarios would increase. Even in the 
case that both renewable electricity prices were 50% higher and natural gas prices 50% 
lower than we assume, a heat pump would still be the most cost-effective option.

Hydrogen	for	hea+ng	in	the	UK	2050	

ICCT,	Dec	2020	
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2.3 Connection models for PtX 

In order to reduce the tariff and tax costs, which have a major impact on the profitability of electrolysis/PtX, the players 
have an economic incentive to set up electrolysis plants at the same location as the renewable electricity generation 
source, ‘behind the meter’. This is basically the same principle that applies when private solar cell owners save 
electricity taxes and tariffs on their electricity consumption that they generate at the same time. How the 
electrolysis/PtX is connected to the electricity generation source can also have an impact on how green the final 
product is perceived to be – and hence its sales value. The choice of connection model for electrolysis/PtX and thus 
implicitly, the geographical location, can also have a significant impact on the interplay between and planning of the 
electricity and gas infrastructure. In Chapter 3 of the analysis, several archetypal connection models have been 
prepared, described in detail and discussed. The connection models are used for the example calculations in Chapter 4, 
but are also intended as a model frame of reference for the ongoing work with – and dialogue concerning – the role of 
PtX in the interconnected Danish energy system. 
 
In this summary, only the two general connection models will be highlighted: the offsite and onsite models. The models 
are based on wind/solar power generation, as the basic argument for PtX in Denmark is to utilise the abundant natural 
resources and integrate the cheap renewable electricity generation from wind and sun. The models are also based on 
PtX production of either gaseous methane or liquid methanol, i.e. PtX products that require a CO2 source. For the pure 
production of hydrogen – or ammonia, where nitrogen can be extracted directly from the air in a relatively simple and 
inexpensive manner – the model would be simpler, as connection to a CO2 source would not be necessary. 
 

 
 

In the offsite model (Figure 2.3), all electricity consumption for PtX is drawn from the public power grid. Wind and solar 
power generation is located where there is space and the right natural resources. Electrolysis and the 
methane/methanol plant (for example) are located where there is a CO2 source, storage capacity, demand and/or 
possibly demand for the by-products from the electrolysis process, such as surplus heat and oxygen. This model seems 
to be the most flexible in terms of finding locations with synergies in relation to PtX production – and hence also the 
model with the greatest potential for upscaling. Since the entire electricity consumption is drawn from the grid, this 
model is very sensitive to the tariff and tax structure, as shown in the previous section. The model has the added 
challenge that it can be more difficult to document/explain the RE component in the final product, when all the power 
is drawn from the electricity mix in the public power grid. 
 

Figure 2.3 Figure 2.4 



Power	to	Gas,	P2G,	per	garan+re	un	
accumulo	stagionale	



Secondo	Snam	H2	potrebbe	soddisfare	
il	23%	dei	consumi	finali	italiani	al	

2050		
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Hydrogen demand in Italy: 23% of total energy in 2050 
Italian hydrogen demand should grow rapidly in the coming decades, making up about 23% of the 
country’s final energy demand by 2050 

Today, hydrogen consumption in Italy is limited to feedstock uses in refining and ammonia. Typically, grey 
hydrogen production takes place on-site in large natural gas reformers and feeds directly into chemical 
processes. Currently, Italy only consumes about 16 TWh/year of hydrogen, which makes up roughly 1% of 
the country’s final energy consumption. 

In the coming decades, hydrogen consumption should expand to many new sectors, driven by two key 
factors. First, green hydrogen is carbon neutral. To reach 95% decarbonization by 2050, many sectors 
that lack credible and scalable decarbonization options (e.g., high temperature heating: ceramics, glass 
manufacturing, etc.) will need to rely on hydrogen solutions to decarbonize.  

And second, it can become cost-competitive. As hydrogen production capacity scales up and hydrogen 
costs fall, many new hydrogen technologies can start to compete against oil and gas, for example, in 
trucking or heating. We therefore expect hydrogen demand to increase rapidly over the coming decades, 
doubling in size by 2030 compared to today, and reaching about 23% of total final energy consumption 
by 2050. 

 

EXHIBIT 4 – POSSIBLE EVOLUTION OF HYDROGEN DEMAND IN ITALY. 

 
 

Achieving a 95% decarbonization target by 2050 will require hydrogen to scale up very rapidly. The 
necessary demand growth seems fast and ambitious [Exhibit 4], yet looking at the fundamentals that 
drive hydrogen uptake in each end-market segment, there is an economical case for the fast uptake for 
hydrogen. Take for example, the following end-market segments. 

 

 



In	conclusione	
L’idrogeno	svolgerà	un	ruolo	fondamentale	
nei	prossimi	3	decenni	per	garan+re	la	
decarbonizzazione	
	
Ma	vanno	fa&e	scelte	corre&e	sulla	sua	produzione,	
distribuzione	e	u+lizzo	
	
In	questo	momento	c’è	una	lo&a	tra	re+		e	tubi	
	
Possono	convivere,	ma	l’idrogeno	non	deve	rallentare	
l’ele&rificazione	dei	consumi	energe+ci	


